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Abstract 
Roitman, M., Polynomial extensions of atomic domains, Journal of Pure and Applied Algebra 
87 (1993) 187-199. 
Among other results, we obtain here a normal atomic domain A such that A[X] is not atomic 
but any reducible element in A is a product of two irreducible elements (an atomic domain is a 
domain in which every nonzero nonunit is a product of irreducible elements). 
Preliminaries 
In this paper we extend any commutative domain R to an atomic domain which 
we denote by d-(R). The domain x2-(R) inherits some properties of R, and so 
this construction enables us to obtain an atomic domain A such that A[X] is not 
atomic. This answers in the negative Question 1 in [l, Section 11. By generalizing 
the construction d%(R), we obtain further examples of atomic domains A such 
that A[X] is not atomic. For background see [l] and its references. 
First we recall some basic definitions and facts. We let R be a (commutative) 
domain with quotient field K. An element of R is called reducible if it is a product 
of two nonzero nonunits in R; it is called irreducible (or an atom) if it is a nonzero 
nonunit and is not reducible. We denote the set of irreducible elements of R by 
&T(R), and the set of reducible elements by 9?&(R). The set of units is denoted 
by Q(R). Two nonzero elements a and b of R are called associate if a = ub for 
some unit u; we denote this by a - b. 
Let S be a subset of R. We denote the set of all nonzero common divisors of the 
elements in S by CD,(S). An element m in CD,(S) is called a maximal common 
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divisor (for short an MCD) of S, if m is associated with any element in CD,(S) 
which is divisible by m. Thus an element m of R is an MCD of S if and only if m 
divides each element in S and the set (1 lm)S = {s/m 1 s E S} has GCD 1 (GCD 
= greatest common divisor). More particulary, 1 is an MCD of S if and only if is a 
GCD of S. The set of maximal common divisors of S is denoted by MCD,(S). It 
is easy to show that a nonzero element m of R is an MCD of two nonzero 
elements a and 6 if and only if the element ablm belongs to R and is a minimal 
common multiple of a and b (it is obvious how to define a minimal common 
multiple). 
A domain R is called an MCD domain if every finite set of nonzero elements in 
R has an MCD. Recall that R is a weak GCD domain if every two nonzero 
elements in R have an MCD. 
A nonzero polynomial in R[X] is called indecomposable if it is not a product of 
two nonconstant polynomials in R[X]. 
1. On MCD domains 
We recall from [l, Theorem 1.41 that the following conditions are equivalent: 
(1) R[X, Y] is atomic. 
(2) Any polynomial extension of R is atomic. 
(3) R is an atomic MCD domain. 
Similarly, we have the following: 
Proposition 1.1. Let R be a domain. The following two conditions are equivalent: 
(1) R is atomic, and the set of coefficients of any indecomposable polynomial in 
R has an MCD. 
(2) R[X] is atomic. 
Proof. (1) + (2) We prove by induction on the degree, that any nonzero nonin- 
vertible polynomial f in R[X] is a product of atoms. The assertion is clear if 
deg f=O. 
Let deg f > 0. Since f is a product of indecomposable polynomials, we may 
assume that f is indecomposable. Let m be an MCD in R of the coefficients off. 
Write f = mg with g E R[X]. If m is not a unit, then it is a product of atoms in R 
and so also in R[X]. We now show that g is an atom. If not, let g = g,g, be a 
nontrivial decomposition of g. Since g is indecomposable, we may assume that 
g, E R. Hence, mg, is a common divisor of all the coefficients of f, so g, is 
invertible in R, a contradiction. We conclude that R[X] is atomic. 
(2)+(l) Letf=a,X”+.. . + a,, be an indecomposable polynomial in R[X] of 
positive degree. Let f = f, f, . . . fk be an irreducible decomposition off. Since f is 
indecomposable, we may assume that f,, . , fk_, are in R. Let m = f, . . . . . fk-,, 
so m is a common divisor in R of the coefficients off. Let c be a common divisor 
of the coefficients off such that mlc in R. Let c = md with d E R. Thus in R[X], 
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the element c = md divides f = mfk, so dl fk. Since fk is irreducible of positive 
degree, we obtain that d is invertible, so m is an MCD of the coefficients off. Cl 
In particular, if R[XJ is atomic, then R is weak GCD [l, Theorem 1.3(a)]. 
Proposition 1.2 The following conditions are equivalent: 
(1) R is an MCD domain. 
(2) R[X] is an MCD domain. 
(3) Any polynomial extension of R is an MCD domain. 
(4) R[X] is a weak GCD domain. 
(5) Any polynomial extension of R is a weak GCD domain. 
Proof. It is enough to prove the implications (4) + (1) + (3). 
(4)*(l) Let ri,...,r, be elements in R\(O) (n 22) and let f(X) = 
r, + r,X + . . . + rn_l X”-*. We have CD,({r,, . . . , r,}) = CD,,,,({ f, r,}), and 
also MCD,({r,, . . . , r,}) = MCD,,,, ({f, r,}). It follows that R is an MCD 
MCD,({r,, . . . , r,}) = MCD,,,,( { f, r,}). It follows that R is an MCD domain. 
(1) 3 (3) Let _X be a set of independent indeterminates over R, and F be a 
finite nonempty subset of R[_X]\{O]. There exists a polynomial g in CD,,,,(F) 
of highest total degree. Let c be an MCD in R of all coefficients of the poly- 
nomials in (llg)F={f/g) f EF}. Thus cEMCD,,,,((l/g)F), and so cgE 
MCD,,,,(F). W e conclude that R[_X] is an MCD domain. 0 
We conjecture that if R[X] is atomic, then R[X, Y] is atomic, that is, we have 
the following: 
Conjecture I. The following conditions are equivalent: 
(1) R[X] is atomic. 
(2) R[X, Y] is atomic. 
(3) R is an atomic MCD domain. 
By Proposition 1.2, Conjecture I is equivalent to the assertion that if the 
domain R[X] is atomic, then R is an MCD domain. In view of Proposition 1.1, 
the previous conjecture follows from the following conjecture restricted to atomic 
domains. 
Conjecture II. For any domain R and any nonzero finitely generated ideal Z of R, 
there exists an indecomposable polynomial f in R[X] with content I. 
2. On extended Rees algebras 
In this section we assume that R is a domain with quotient field K, and Z is an 
ideal of R. Let X be an indeterminate over R. Define 
.9 = .J?(R, Z) = R[X, {c/X ] c E Z}] . 
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The ring _Y(R, I) is isomorphic to the extended Rees algebra !%!(R, I) (see e.g. 
[3, Section 15, par. 41). We present in this section properties of z(Z?, Z) which will 
be used later, some of these properties are well known. We have z(R, (0)) = 
R[X], and z(R, R) = R[X, l/X], the ring of Laurent polynomials over R. In 
general, R[X] L 9(R, Z) c R[X, 1 lx]. From now on, we assume that Z # (0) and 
(I) # R. We will use repeatedly the following remark: 
Remark 2.1. Let f(X) = cm= ,2 k c,Xn be a Laurent polynomial over K. Then 
f~_%‘te(R,Z) e c,ERfornmO,andc,EZ”forn<O. 
Another immediate remark is the following: 
Remark 2.2. Let R C T be domains. The following properties are equivalent: 
(1) TnK=R. 
(2) For any a and b in R, we have 
albinR e albinT. 
(3) For any subset V of R, we have CD,(V) = CD.(V) n R. 
Moreover, under these equivalent conditions, “11(R) = %(T) fl K, and for any 
subset V of R we have MCD,(V) fl R C MCD,(V). 
Lemma 2.3. We have: 
(1) 9n K= R. 
(2) Q(9) = a(R). 
(3) C??&(R) c %!ed(-ce). 
Proof. Part (1) follows from Remark 2.1. Part (2) follows from the fact that 
9 c R[X, 1 lx]. As for part (3), any element in %d(R) is a product of two 
nonunits in R and so also in 9 by part (2). Thus P&d(R) C %d(9). 0 
Lemma 2.4. Assume that lflMCD,(Z) (that is, Z has a noninvertible common 
factor), and let V be a nonempty subset of R\(O). Then MCD,(V) c MCD,(V). 
Proof. Let rEMCD,(V), so r ECD,(V). Let t E CD,(V) such that rlt in 9. 
Since 9 c R[X, 1 lx], we have t = tOXn’ for some t, E R and some integer m. 
Thus rlt, in R and t,, E CD,(V). Hence r - t, in R. Thus X” E 9, so m 2 0. If 
m > 0, then (l/(rX”))V C 2, so (l/r)V c I. But 1 E MCD,((lIr)V), so 1 E 
MCD,(Z), a contradiction. Thus m = 0 and t - r in 9, so r EMCD,(V). The 
lemma follows. 0 
Lemma 2.5. Let Z be a principal ideal of R, and V a nonempty subset of R\(O). 
Then MCD,(V) = MCD,(V). 
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Proof. By Lemma 2.4 we have MCD,(V) cMCD,(V). Conversely, let t E 
MCD,(V), thus t = t,X” for some t, E R and some integer m. Since t, E 
CD,(V) c CD,(V) and t E MCD,(V), we obtain that m z 0. Let Z = Rc with 
c E R. We have (l/(t,Xm))V c 9, so (ll(t,c”))V c R, thus &cm E CD,(V). If 
m > 0, then t,X” is a proper divisor of &cm in 9, a contradiction. Thus m = 0, and 
t = t, E R. By Lemma 2.3(l) and Remark 2.2, we obtain t E MCD,(V). Cl 
Lemma 2.6. Let V be a subset of R\(O) such that VgZ. Then CD,(V) = 
CD,(V). Zf leMCD,(Z), then MCD,(V) = MCD,(V). 
Proof. Let t E CD,(V), thus t = t,X” for some t, E R and some integer m. We 
have t, E CD,(V), so V C Rt,,. If m > 0, then (l/X)V c 9, so V C I, a contradic- 
tion. If m < 0, then t,, E I, so V c I, again a contradiction. Thus m = 0, so 
t = t,, E R. If follows that CD,(V) = CD,(V). 
Assume that l$MCD,(Z). By Lemma 2.4, MCD,(V) cMCD,(V). On the 
other hand, MCD,(V) c CD,(V) C R. Hence, by Lemma 2.3(l) and Remark 
2.2 we obtain MCD,(V) C MCD,(V), so we have equality. 0 
Lemma 2.7. Zf the ideal Z contains no atoms, then A-r(R) & 9%(2?). 
Proof. Let a E .&r(R), thus agZ. By Lemma 2.3(2), a is not a unit in 9, and by 
Lemma 2.6, CD,(a) = CD,(a). S’ mce %(.9) = Q(R), it follows that a is an atom 
in 9. 0 
Lemma 2.8. The element X is an atom in 2’. 
Proof. Since Z # R, the element X is not invertible 9. Let t be a divisor of X in 9, 
thus t = t,X” with t, E R and m E 72. Hence t,, E q(R), and X” and X1-” are in 
9. Since Z # R, it follows that m = 0 or 1. We conclude that X is an atom in 
2. 0 
Lemma 2.9. Zf c E R\(O) and Z = Rc, then c is a product of two atoms in 27, 
namely, c = X. (c/X). 
Proof. There is an R-algebra automorphism of 9 which interchanges X and c/X 
(in fact, we have an obvious isomorphism of R-algebras 
2 = R[X, c/X] = R[X, Y] /(XY - c)) . 
Thus the present lemma follows from Lemma 2.8. 0 
Lemma 2.10. Zf Z is a nonprincipal jinitely generated ideal of R, then X E 
MCD,(Z). 
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Proof. Clearly X E CD,(Z). Let t be an element in CD,(Z) such that X]t in 9. 
Hence t = t,X” for some element t, E CD,(Z) and integer m. If m 5 0, then 
tlX = t,X”_ l E 9, so t, E I, and Z = Rt,, contradicting the assumption that Z is 
not principal. Hence m > 0. Since (1 lX”)(Zlt,) c 9, we obtain that Z/t, c Zm, so 
Z C I?,. Since Z is finitely generated, we obtain by Nakayama’s Lemma [3, 
Theorem 2.21 that m = 1, and that t, is a unit in R. Hence t-X in 9, and 
X E MCD,(Z) as claimed. 0 
Conversely, if Z is a principal ideal of R, it is clear that X@MCD,(Z). 
Corollary 2.11. Zf Z is a finitely generated ideal of R, then Z has an MCD in 2. 
Proof. If Z is principal, Z = Rc, then c E MCD,(Z). If Z is not principal, then 
X E MCD,(Z) by Lemma 2.10. 0 
The integral closure of a domain R is denoted by R’. For normality of extended 
Rees algebras see [2]. 
Lemma 2.12. Zf R is normal and Z is a principal ideal of R, then 3 is normal. 
Proof. Let Z = Rc with c E R\(O). Let 8 be the automorphism of K(X) over K 
which sends X to cX. Clearly 58’ c R[X, l/X]. On the other hand, 
0(2’) = (0(z))’ = (R[cX, 1 lx])’ & R[X, l/X]. Thus 9’ c 8-‘(R[X, 1 lx]) = 
R[XIc, c/X]. Hence 9’ c R[X, 1 lx] II R[XIc, c/X]. We obtain 
R[X, 1 lx] n R[X/c, c/X] = R[X, c/X] = 22 
by considering the coefficients of a Laurent polynomial in the above intersection. 
It follows that 9 is normal. Cl 
3. The domain a”(R) 
Let S be a subset of R\(O). Let X = {X, 1 s E S} be a set of independent 
indeterminates over R. Define 2(R; S) = R[_X U {s/X, 1 s E S}]. For s E R\(O), 
we denote 2?(R; {s}) by 2’(R; s). 
A family .Y of domains is directed if for any domains T, and T2 in Y, there is a 
domain T in 9 containing both T, and T2. For a domain T we denote its quotient 
field by S!(T). 
Lemma 3.1. Let 3 be a directed family of domains. Let A = U TET T. Let R E Y-, 
and let V be a nonempty subset of R\(O). Assume that if T, c T2 are domains in 
9 containing R, then T, = T, n2!(T,) ( q e uivalently, if R c T E 3, then T = 
A f~ 9(T)). Then: 
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(1) CD,(V) = u {CD,(V) 1 R c T E S}. 
(2) MCD,(V) c u {MCD.(V) 1 R c T E 5}. 
(3) Zf MCD,(V) GMCD,(V) f or any domain T E 5 containing R, then 
MCD,(V) c MCD,(V). 
(4) Zf MCD.(V) =MCD,(V) f or any domain T E Y containing R, then 
MCD.(V) = MCD,(V). 
Proof. (1) By Remark 2.2, we have 
CD,(V) = u {CD,(V) rl T 1 R c T E S} 
=U{CD,(V)IR~TE~}, 
so (1) follows. 
(2) By Remark 2.2, we have 
MCD,(V) = u {MCD/,(V) n T 1 R c T E FI) 
CU{MCD,(V)IRCT=% 
so (2) follows. 
(3) Let r E MCD,(V), and let a E CD,(V) so that r(a in A. There is a domain 
T in Y containing R U {a}. Hence a E CD,(V), and rla in T. Since r E 
MCD,(V) cMCD.(V), we have r-a in T, and so also in A. Hence 
MCD,(V) c MCD,(V). 
(4) Follows from (2) and (3). 0 
Lemma 3.2. Let S be a nonempty set of nonzero nonunits in R. Set 2 = 2(R; S). 
We have: 
(1) %n K= R. 
(2) a(%‘) = Q(R). 
(3) 23&(R) c 9?2ed(2’). 
(4) Zf S C 9?&(R), then 9rr(R) c $rr(z). 
(5) Any element s in S is a product of two atoms in 2, namely s = X, . (s/X,). 
(6) For any nonempty subset V of R\(O) we have MCD,(V) = MCD,(V). 
(7) Zf R is normal, then so is 2. 
Proof. (1) Let 8 be the endomorphism of 2(K; S) = K[_X U {s/X, ( s E S}] over 
K which sends X into 1. We have L fl K = f3(2’ fl K) C_ 0(2’) = R, so 2’ fl K = R 
(alternatively use Lemma 2.3(l)). 
(2) First assume that S is a finite set of n elements. We proceed by induction on 
n. The case n = 1 follows from Lemma 2.3(2). Now assume that n > 1, and 
s = {cr,. . . ) c,}. We have .2(R; S) = .2’(diP(R; {cl,. . . , c,_~}); cn). Using the 
case n = 1 and the inductive assumption, we obtain the assertion for n. 
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In the general case we have a directed union Z’(R; S) = U {2Y(R; F) 1 F is a 
finite subset of S}, so our assertion follows from the case that S is finite. 
(Alternatively, use the fact that Z’ C K[{X,, 1 lx, 1 s E S}].) 
(3) Any element in %!&(R) is a product of two nonunits in R and so also in 2 
by part (2). Thus S&(R) c %X(Y). 
(4) Using part (3), we reduce the proof to the case that S contains a unique 
element c in a similar way to the reduction in the proof of (2). This case follows 
from Lemma 2.7. 
(5) By Lemma 2.9, the elements X, and (s/X,) are atoms in Z(R; s). But 
.Z= 2!(2(R; s); S\(s)), and by (3) and (2) we have S\(s) C %!~(_!Z(R; s)). 
Hence, by part (4)) X, and (s/X,) are atoms in 2. 
(6) We prove by induction on n that any for any subset F of n elements in S, 
we have MCD Y,R;Fj(V) = MCD,(V). It is enough to consider the case n = 1, and 
this follows from Lemma 2.5. To conclude the proof apply Lemma 3.1(4), noting 
that if F is a subset of S, then 2 = 2!(2’(R; F); S\F), and so Z(R; F) = 2? II 
2!(2?(R; F)) by part (1). 
(7) This follows from Lemma 2.12. 0 
By Lemma 3.2, parts (3) and (4), if S c 9&(R), then an element of R is 
reducible in R if and only if is reducible in 2, that is, Z&(R) = 6%X(2?) fl R. 
Let R be any domain. Define 
d(R) = Z’(R; B&(R)). 
Define inductively d”(R) = R, and for a positive integer n, tin = dB”(R) = 
.PI(&~-‘(R)). Finally define ti= = s”(R) = Uy,, dn(R). 
Theorem 3.3. Let R be a domain with quotient field K. Then tiQ” = d”(R) is a 
domain containing R with the following properties: 
(1) a- n K = R. 
(2) Q(&=) = Q(R). 
(3) %W(R) c %zed(&=). 
(4) &-r(R) c &r(&=). 
(5) Any reducible element in tiW is a product of two atoms in .z&%. 
(6) For any nonempty subset V of R we have MCD,=(V) = MCD,(V). 
(7) If dz is a weak GCD (respectively an MCD) domain, then so is R. 
(8) If R is normal, then so is &“. 
Proof. Let dn = dn(R) for all 0 9 n 5 00. Using Lemma 3.2(l), we obtain by 
induction on n that tin f? K = R for all integers n L 0, so (1) follows. Similarly, 
we prove (2), (4), and (8). 
(3) This follows from (2). 
TO prove (5), let t be a reducible element in ~2~. There exists an integer n 2 0 
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such that t E &” and t is reducible in a”. Now, by Lemma 3.2(5), any reducible 
element of dn is a product of two atoms in tin+’ for any integer n 2 0. To 
complete the proof, it suffices to show that 9rr(dn) c $rr(~Z~) for all integers 
y1 L 0. It follows from the definitions that dm(R) = d-(&“(R)), so we obtain our 
assertion from part (4) of the present theorem. 
(6) This follows from Lemmas 2.5 and 3.2(6). 
(7) This follows from (6). 
To prove (8) use Lemma 3.2(7). 0 
4. The domains s&,(R) 
Let 4 be a family of ideals in R. Let & = {X, 1 I E 9} be a set of independent 
indeterminates over R. Define 
2?(R, 9) = R[{X,, c/X, ) I E 9 and c E Z}] . 
Thus P’(R, 9) is the subring of K(_X) generated by U {2(R, Z) 1 ZE 9}. 
For any k 2 1, let 4,(R) be the family of ideals in R which are generated by k 
elements and either have infinitely many (nonassociated) common divisors in R, 
or are principal and generated by a reducible element. For k 2 1, define 
Now, for a given k 2 1, define inductively a ring &k,m = &k,m(R) for all m 2 0: 
&k,O = R, and if m >O, define dk,,, = Pk(tik,,_,). Finally, define sQk,W = 
&W(R) = K=, J&l. 
Thus, for any 0 5 m 5 w, JBk,,, is a domain containing R. 
Let k 2 1 be an integer. A domain R will be called k-MCD if any k elements of 
R have an MCD. Thus R is MCD if and only if is k-MCD for all k. By definition, 
a domain is weak GCD if and only if is 2-MCD. Any domain is l-MCD. 
Remark 4.1. For inductive proofs, we will use the fact that if 4 C 9,(R), and 
Z E 9a,(R)\9, then Z2(R, 9) E 4,(.2(R, 9)), and ‘2(R, 4 U {I}) = _Y(z(R, 9), 
Z2’(R, 9)). Th’ is easily follows from the definitions and from Lemma 3.2(3). 
For the next theorem and its proof compare Lemma 3.2, Theorem 3.3 and their 
proofs. 
Theorem 4.2. Let R be a domain with quotient field K, and let k 2 1. Then 
A : = slk,,, (R) is a domain containing R with the following properties: 
(I) AnK=R. 








%(A) = a(R). 
S&(R) c 9?&(A). 
&r(R) c &-r(A). 
Any reducible element in A is product of two atoms in A. 
For any nonempty subset V of R we have MCD,(V) c MCD,(V). 
A is a k-MCD domain. 
Part (1) follows from Lemma 3.2( 1)) and (2) from Lemma 3.2(2). Part (3) 
follows from (2). 
(4) Let rE &r(R). If r is not an atom in A, let r = ala2 be a nontrivial 
decomposition of r in A. There is an integer m z 0 such that the elements r, a, 
and a2 are in &k,m(R). Thus r is not an atom in L&‘~,,(R), and we may assume that 
m is minimal with respect to this property. Since r is an atom in R, we have 
m > 0. For some n 2 0, there exists a set $ of n ideals in 4ik(~k,m_1(R)) such that 
r, a,, a2 are in z(&m-, (R), 9). By Lemma 2.7, using induction on n, we obtain 
that r is not an atom in &k,mPl(R), contradicting the minimality of m. 
(5) Let a be a reducible element in A, thus a E zZk ,(R) for some integer 
m 2 0, and a is reducible in tik m. By definition, I = atik m E .9,(& ,), thus 
a = X,(alX,) is a product of two atoms in z(dk,,, I) by Le’mma 2.9. As in the 
proof of (4), we obtain that &r(Ee(~&!~,,, I)) C ,a~(&~,~+,). But A = sB,,,(R) = 
%,wWek,m+LR)), so JW4,,+~ ) c &r(A). Thus the element a is a product of two 
atoms in A. 
(6) For all m, we have z&, = A II 2?(&k,m(R)). By Lemma 3.1(3) it is enough 
to show that MCD,(V) C_ MCD,r8k,m (V) for all integers m 2 0. By induction, we 
reduce this assertion to the case m = 1, so it is enough to prove that MCD,(V) c 
MCD z(R,$kj(V). By Lemma 3.1(3) again, we see that it suffices to show that 
MCD,(V) C MCD,(,,,,) (V) for a finite subset $ of -ak. Finally, by induction, we 
reduce our assertion to proving the inclusion MCD,(V) c MCD,,,,,,(V), for 
Z E -ak, and this follows from Lemma 2.4. 
(7) Let F be a set of k elements in A\(O). If F has an MCD in R, then F has an 
MCD in A by (6). If F does not have an MCD in R, then the ideal Z of R 
generated by F belongs to 9,(R). By Corollary 2.11, F has an MCD in 2?(R, I). 
As in the proof of (6)) we obtain that F has an MCD in A. 0 
5. Examples 
Example 5.1. A normal atomic domain A which is not weak GCD, thus A[X] is 
not atomic. Moreover, any reducible element of A is a product of two atoms. 
Let R be a domain which is not an MCD domain. (For example, let F be a 
field, X, Y and Z independent indeterminates over k. Set 
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Obviously, X and Y have no MCD in R, so R is not a weak GCD domain.) 
Define A = Sem(R). By Theorem 3.3(7), A is not a weak GCD domain; so A[X] 
is not atomic. On the other hand, by Theorem 3.3(5), any reducible element in A 
is a product of two atoms, in particular A is atomic. 
Example 5.2. For a given k 2 1, an atomic domain A which is k-MCD, but not 
(k + l)-MCD. Thus A[X] is not atomic. Moreover, any reducible element of A is a 
product of two atoms. 
Let k be a positive integer, let F be a field, and X,, . . , Xk+, , Y be in- 
dependent indeterminates over F. Let 
X 
Z,s,...,$ I II n?O . 
Set A = z&‘&R). 
To prove the stated properties we need two lemmas: 
Lemma 5.3. Let 
as in Example 5.2. Let V= {X,,. . . ,Xk+,}. Then: 
(1) The set V has no MCD in R. 
(2) If V is contained in an ideal I of R which is generated by k elements, then 
CD,(I) is finite up to associateness. 
Proof. Clearly CD,(V) = { fZ” ) f E F\(O) and n 2 0}, so (1) follows. 
(2) Assume that V is contained in an ideal I generated by k elements. Since the 
set V generates a maximal ideal of the ring F(Z)[X,, . . . ,X,+,1 with k + 1 as 
minimal number of generators, it follows that I generates the unit ideal of this 
ring, so In F[Z] # (0). This implies (2). (Alternatively, use the F-algebra 
homomorphism R + F[X, , . . . , X,,,] that sends Z into 1 to obtain that I contains 
some power of Z.) 0 
Lemma 5.4. Let V be a finite subset of a domain R, and let k 2 1. Assume the 
following two conditions: 
(1) The set V has no MCD in R. 
(2) If V is contained in an ideal I of R which is generated by k elements, then 
CD,(I) is finite up to associateness. 
Then V has no MCD in s&,,(R). 
Proof. First we show that if I E 9,(R), then the two above conditions are satisfied 
by 2 = 3(R, I) (replacing R). If V c I, then, since IE 9,(R), condition (2) 
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implies that I is principal. Hence, by Lemma 2.5, V has no MCD in 9. If VgZ, 
then by Lemma 2.6, V has no MCD in 9. 
Now assume that V C J for some ideal J of _Y generated by k elements. Let 
J(1) = {f(l) 1 f(X) E cP>. Thus J(1) . 1s an ideal of R generated by k elements and 
containing V. Hence CD,(.Z(l)) is finite up to associateness in R. Since V c J, 
and V contains nonzero elements of R (by condition (l)), we obtain that any 
element in CD,(J) is of the form t,X” for some t, in R and integer m. Since 
t, E CD,(J( l)), there are just finitely many possibilities for t, up to associateness 
in R, equivalently in 9. If for some element t,X” in CD,(J) we have m < 0, then 
t,, E I-“. Thus V C J(1) C Rt, C I” C I, and so Z is principal in this case. Now 
assume that CD,(J) is not finite up to associateness. Thus there is an element t, 
in R so that t,X” E CD,(Z) for infinitely many integers m. If the number of 
positive m’s is infinite, then all coefficients of the Laurent polynomials in J are in 
I, so .Z( 1) c I, and Z is principal, Z = Rc for some c E R. Also we have in this case 
JC nnr, 2X” and so Z(1) c n nl Rc” contradicting the finiteness of CD,(J(l)) 
up to associateness. If the number of negative m’s is infinite, then again Z is 
principal, Z = Rc, and J(1) c n ,_, Rc”. We conclude that CD,(J) is finite up to 
associateness. 
By induction we obtain that any domain of the form 2(R, 9), where 9 is a 
finite subset of 4,(R) satisfies the two above conditions. 
Next we show that the domain &k,l = dk,,(R) satisfies these two conditions. By 
the previous part of the proof and by Lemma 3.1(2), the set V has no MCD in 
& k,l. Now, let F be a set of k elements in &k , such that V is contained in the 
ideal FL$~ , of &k 1. There exists a finite set 4 C’9,(R) such that F c _Y(R, 9) and 
V C FLf(R, 9). Since .2Y(R, 9) satisfies condition (2), if V C Z E 9,(R), then Z is 
principal; also there are just finitely many principal ideals of 2(R, 9) containing 
F. Let 9 the set of all ideals of R in 9k which contain F, thus 9 is finite. Set 
2 = .P’(R, 9 U 9). Hence by Lemma 2.6 we inductively obtain for any finite 
subset 9 of 9a,(R) that CD 3(R 9UoU9J(V) = CD,(V). BY Lemma 3.1(l), 
CDdk ,(V) = CD,(V) is finite up to associateness. 
Inductively we obtain that for any n 2 0, the domain &k,n satisfies the two 
above conditions. In particular, the set V has no MCD in &,_ for all integers 
n 20. By Lemma 3.1(2), the set V has no MCD in &k,w. 0 
Now we complete the proof for Example 5.2, using its notations. By Theorem 
4.2(5), any reducible element in A is a product of two atoms, and by Theorem 
4.2(7), the domain A is k-MCD. Let V= {X, , . . . , X,, 1}. By Lemmas 5.3 and 
5.4, the set V= {X,,. . . ,Xk+,} has no MCD in A, and so A is not (k + l)- 
MCD. 0 
For k = 2, Example 5.2 provides a weak GCD atomic domain A such that A[X] 
is not atomic (recall that the domain A in Example 5.1 is not weak GCD). Note 
that in these examples, although any reducible element of A is a product of two 
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atoms, in general, for a given reducible element of A, the length of its irreducible 
decompositions is not bounded (indeed, if A is a bounded factorization domain, 
then A[X] is atomic (see [l, Theorem 2.41)). Explicitly, we have in the notation 
of Example 5.1, that the element X has an irreducible decomposition of length 
IZ + 1 for any n, namely, X = Z”(XlZ”). The construction in Example 5.2 
generalizes that of Example 5.1. Nevertheless, it is not clear if there is a normal 
domain A satisfying the requirements of Example 5.2. 
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